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Abstract—In the inclusive classroom, the visually impaired 

and sighted student participate together in programming 

classes. However, familiar tools for the sighted students are 

difficult for the visually impaired students, and tools available 

to the visually impaired students are unfamiliar to the sighted 

students. These differences in tools make it difficult for these 

students to communicate and collaborate. To solve this problem, 

we developed a tangible programming system (TLPS). The 

system has an intuitive interface which can be used by both the 

visually impaired and the sighted people. To validate this 

system, 16 elementary school students participated in a 

usability evaluation and gave a positive evaluation of the system. 

In addition, the evaluation showed improvement in the 

participating students’ disability awareness of the visually 

impaired and in programming. 

 
Index Terms—Visually impaired, programming learning 

system, accessibility, tangible, inclusive education  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the progression of the 4th industrial revolution, 

computer science, especially learning programming, has 

become important for everyone. This is also important for the 

visually impaired, and they also need programming 

education [1]. However, most computer education content 

and tools use a visual-dependent method, which is difficult 

for the visually impaired [2]. For example, they need to see 

and touch the screen, or take an input device using vision, for 

example, a keyboard or a mouse. 

Because of this problem, a programming learning system 

for visually impaired people has been developed. A typical 

example is a tangible user interface (TUI) based system [3]. It 

allows users to program through physical objects, which 

makes learning much easier and more intuitive [4]. In 

particular, the system for the visually impaired does not use 

vision; rather it uses its own tangible method: recognizing the 

screen by sound or Braille [5–7].  

However, depending on the educational environment, such 

a system can be an obstacle. This is because it requires 

additional learning on how to use it. This is not a problem in 

classes only for the visually impaired, but a problem in an 

inclusive classroom as well. Using unfamiliar tools makes it 

difficult for students to collaborate and communicate with 

each other. Likewise, it is also complicated for the teacher to 
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teach using two disparate tools in the same class [8].  

To solve this problem, we developed the Tangible 

Programming Learning System (TPLS). We made it usable to 

use for both the visually impaired and the sighted by using a 

tangible and intuitive interface. To test this system, 16 

elementary school students participated and responded to a 

usability evaluation. Our hope is that visually impaired and 

sighted students share and collaborate in programming 

classes by taking our system. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

As programming education becomes more important, 

various methods for programming education have been 

proposed. The most common method is to use a text-based or 

visual-based language [2]. However, since this method is 

visually dependent, it lowers the motivation of visually 

impaired students to learn or causes difficulties in  

learning [9]. Thus, in order to lower the programming barrier 

for the visually impaired, scholars are proposing innovative 

solutions. These can be classified into two categories: Using 

audio and Using tangible objects [3].  

In case of audio, they turn the text-based or block-based 

languages into auditory. They are stand-alone tools or act as 

plug-in for existing tools. These programs use the new frame 

for screen readers, audio signals, or input/output replacement 

tools. For example, there is a programming editor that 

supports audio such as JavaSpeak, Aural Tree Navigator and 

CodeTalk [10–12]. It is an integrated development 

environment (IDE) that provides information of programs to 

users by voice. And there is a web-based method that is 

compatible with a screen reader like a Code Mirror Block 

[13]. Also, there are ways to increase accessibility to existing 

programs. To increase the accessibility of Google-developed 

Blocky, Stephanie et al. developed a new framework to make 

it compatible with screen readers and Caraco et al. studied 

how to access it through a touch screen and a screen reader 

method [14, 15].  

In other cases, they use Braille or the tangible user 

interface (TUI). The TUI was developed by Hiroshi Ishii of 

the MIT Media Lab with the concept of a „touching interface‟. 

It refers to a method of expressing and manipulating 

information with actual physical objects, spaces, and  

shapes [16]. The tools developed using the TUI method are as 

follows. Blocks4All [5] is a tool that moves real robots by 

block coding using a new touch screen method. The user can 

recognize the block through sound by long-touching an 

element on the screen and checking the coding result by the 

actual robot movement. Moreover, Code Jumper, developed 
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by Microsoft‟s Project Torino [6], is a programming tool that 

makes music and sounds by connecting plastic command 

blocks with wires. Students use this tool to create musical 

elements and learn basic programming. JBricks [7] is a 

tangible programming tool based on logo blocks and a 

graphical user interface (GUI) from LEGO Mindstorms. It is 

easy to understand by assembling Braille blocks in order, and 

it can be freely combined and separated, and because the 

number of blocks is small, it is designed so that students can 

learn coding easily. 

All of the tools were developed to suit the characteristics 

of the visually impaired. So, these tools are suitable for 

visually impaired people. However, some of these are 

unfamiliar to sighted people. There are times when the 

sighted need extra study and time to learn about the new 

touch screen or Braille. Therefore, we developed a 

programming education system that can be used intuitively 

by both visually impaired and sighted students without 

separate learning. 

 

III. TANGIBLE PROGRAMMING LEARNING SYSTEM 

A. System Components 

The components of this system are a 3D maze, tangible 

programming blocks, a programming block reader and a 

maze puzzle app as shown in Fig. 1.  

The 3D maze is a 3D object converted from a maze puzzle 

problem in graphic form. There is a block corresponding to 

each stage of the maze puzzle. Each block is embossed with a 

question number, an arrow indicating the starting point and 

direction, and a star-shape destination. In addition, the path is 

also expressed in blanks (intaglio) so that the length and path 

of each maze can be recognized. The visually impaired can 

understand the problem by touching this block as shown in 

Fig. 2.  
 

Fig. 1. Example of using components of TPLS. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Using the 3D maze. 

 

The tangible programming block is made of 3×3cm cubed 

wooden blocks. On the upper side of the block, arrows, 

rotation directions, numbers, and repeating symbols are 

embossed. On the underside, each block is painted with a 

unique color so that the programming block reader can 

identify each block through a color recognition method. 

The tangible programming block is made up of essential 

blocks for sequence and iteration (Table I). Specifically, the 

types of programming blocks are move(↑), rotate(↷,↶), 

repeat(⟳,■), and number(3,4,5) blocks. The repeat block 

consists of  a start block and an end block, and is used as 

follows: If you want to go forward three steps, you can 

combine the move block and the number block and put them 

inside the repeat blocks as follows. (Example: ⟳ 3 ↑ ■) 
 

TABLE I: TANGIBLE PROGRAMMING BLOCKS 

Type Shape Command 

Moving Blocks 

↑ Move forward 

↷ Turn right (90°) 

↶ Turn left (90°) 

Iterating 

Blocks 

⟳ Begin of iteration 

■ End of iteration 

Number 

Blocks 
3, 4, 5 

Set the number of 

iteration 

 

 
Fig. 3. Recognizing a block with a color sensor. 

 

The programming block reader consists of a home for up 

to eight blocks, a send button, and a light-emitting diode 

(LED) to indicate correct and incorrect answers to a question. 

Under each groove, there are block detection sensors, an 

action button and a Bluetooth module. It also has a built-in 

color recognition sensor to recognize the tangible 

programming block. As shown in Fig. 3, a non-contact color 

recognition sensor was used. 

The maze puzzle app was developed using Angry Birds 

puzzle maze game provided by code.org [17]. It consists of a 

total of 12 sequential and iterative programming problems.  

At the bottom of the screen, play times, stages, and missions 

are displayed (Fig. 4). You can start by designating a user 

when starting the app, and you can evaluate achievement by 

recording the user‟s play time for each level. 

B. Programming Learning Process 

The system developed in this study proceeds in three 

stages as shown in Fig. 5. First, in the <Step1: Exploration>, 

the user explores the maze puzzle problem. A visually 

impaired student uses a 3D maze and a sighted student can 

identify problems through the app screen. In <Step2: 

Problem solving>, users code the character to escape the 

maze by combining the tangible programming blocks and the 

programming block reader. Then, in <Step3: Execution>, the 

block programmed by the user is sent to the maze puzzle app 

and executed. Users can see the results through character 

movements or sounds in the maze puzzle app.  
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      (a) First stage                                          (b) Success stage  

Fig. 4. Maze puzzle example (problem 2). 

 

 
Fig. 5. Programming Learning Process using TPLS. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT 

There were two things we wanted to check in this 

experiment. 

Research Question 1): Is this system useful for learning 

programming for both visually impaired and sighted users? 

Research Question 2): Can both visually impaired and 

sighted users easily use this system without additional 

learning? 

We experimented with the 4th class for two weeks in 

September and December 2021 at an elementary school in 

Seoul. The experiment involved 14 students aged 10 to 12 

years old. To evaluate the system from the perspective of real 

users, we selected students with programming experience. 

We created two classes, a visually impaired class and a 

sighted class. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, it was 

difficult to recruit the visually impaired students, so we had 

the sighted students wear eyepatches. 

First, in the class for the visually impaired, two students 

paired up to conduct an experiment, one student wearing an 

eye patch and the other taking the role of an activity assistant. 

Schools for the visually impaired have one assistant teacher 

per student as shown in Fig. 6(a). The tutor student gave 

another student a 3D maze suitable for each step of the maze 

puzzle. The student solved the problems from steps 1 to 12 of 

the maze puzzle. On the other hand, the students of sighted 

class solved the maze puzzle after listening only to a brief 

explanation of the system as shown in Fig. 6(b). 

To evaluate the system, the existing educational 

programming tool usability evaluation [18] was modified to 

the level of elementary school students. It consisted of 6 

multiple-choice questions using a Likert scale (0–5 points). 
 

 
(a) The class for the visually impaired 
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(b) The class for the sighted 

Fig. 6. The classes with TPLS. 

 

In the results of the survey, the overall satisfaction level of 

the classes for the visually impaired was 4.58 and the sighted 

class was 4.43. Since the satisfaction of the two groups was 

located between 4 (yes) and 5 (very much), the overall 

satisfaction with this system can be judged as positive. Table 

II shows the specific results. 
 

TABLE II: USABILITY EVALUATION RESULTS FOR TPLS 

 Questions 
the visually impaired the sighted 

M SD M SD 

1 Usefulness 4.75 0.50 4.42 1.14 

2 Diversity 4.00 1.41 4.00 1.14 

3 
Step-by-step 

learning 
4.75 0.5 4.38 0.27 

4 Accuracy 4.75 0.50 4.38 0.27 

5 Safety 4.75 0.50 4.63 0.27 

6 Ease 4.5 1.41 4.75 0.50 

 Total 4.58 0.80 4.43 0.60 

 

On the usefulness of this system, both groups showed high 

satisfaction with 4.75 and 4.42, and the score for step-by-step 

learning was high at 4.75 and 4.38. Moreover, in accuracy 

and stability, the visually impaired group gave a high score of 

4.75, and the sighted group gave 4.38 and 4.63. On the other 

hand, both groups showed low satisfaction with the diversity 

of the professor at 4.0, because this system is not free 

programming but a game for learning programming elements. 

However, there were no items below 4 points, which 

confirmed that this system is suitable as a programming 

learning system for both the visually impaired and the 

sighted. 

In addition, as for the ease of operation, positive results 

were shown at 4.5 and 4.75, indicating that both the visually 

impaired students and the sighted students were able to use 

the system without any difficulties in learning or operation. 

Meanwhile, in this experiment, non-visually impaired 

students evaluated the tools from the perspective of the 

visually impaired, so to more clearly analyze the effects of 

this experiment, we conducted additional interviews. The 

results are shown in Table Ⅲ. 

Before the experiment, most of the students were of the 

opinion that programming with the blind was “never thought 

about it, and it would be very difficult or impossible”.  

 
TABLE Ⅲ: INTERVIEWS WITH VISUALLY IMPAIRED CLASS STUDENTS 

(Before the experiment) 

What do you think about programming for the visually impaired? 

 Student 1 : I never thought about it. 

 Student 2 : I thought they couldn‟t. 

 Student 3 : It will be very difficult or in Braille. 

 Student 4 : They will not be able to do it on their own and will need help. 

 Student 5 : Coding will take a long time because you can‟t see it. 

 Student 6 : I think they use the brain wave system. 

(After experiment) 

How do you feel after receiving programming education for the visually 

impaired? 

 Student 1 : Because we did well when we put on the eyepatch, they will 

do well programming, too. 

 Student 2 : It is very easy and simple to use, so it is very suitable for the 

visually impaired. 

 Student 3 : I came to think that even the visually impaired can program. 

 Student 4 : I thought that people with disabilities could do the same. 

 Student 5 : The visually impaired also want to become a programming-re

lated profession or do programming.  

 Student 6 : In order to give such people opportunities, the system or tool 

that allows visually impaired people is essential. 

 

However, after the experiment, the students responded that, 

based on their experience of participating in the experiment, 

“visually impaired people will be able to learn programming 

sufficiently by using this system”. In addition, they said, 

“Even the visually impaired can program without any 

difference from the sighted, and such rights and opportunities 

should be given.” Furthermore, there were students who 

realized the need for systems and tools for this. 

Overall, we found that this system can be used easily by 

both the visually impaired and the sighted. Furthermore, the 

experience of this system improved the students‟ disability 

awareness of the visually impaired and programming. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this study, we developed a programming learning 

system that can be used by both the visually impaired and the 

sighted. It uses the tangible user interface (TUI) method and 

can be recognized visually and intuitively. And this system is 

consisted of a 3D maze, tangible programming blocks, a 

programming block reader and a maze puzzle app. Learners 

can learn the basics of programming step by step through this 

maze puzzle. 

To evaluate this system, we conducted an experiment 

targeting 6th graders of elementary school. When this was 

tested, it received high scores in the usability evaluation and 

was evaluated as simple and easy for both the visually 

impaired and the sighted. In addition, the students who 

participated in the class improved their perception of the 

visually impaired and programming. 

In the future, we plan to conduct classes for diverse 

students with visual impairments. We expect that this study 

will allow both visually impaired and sighted people to share 

and collaborate in programming classes. 
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